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A natural water feature encompassing

natural rustic patio to enjoy their evening

wine and by adding landscape lighting

was the key to this backyard oasis.

CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA, October

22, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Tazscapes Inc. feels enormous

pleasure announcing the completion of

the Huntington Hills Landscaping

Project in this northwest and northeast

quadrant of Calgary, Alberta.

Interestingly, Huntington Hills clients

already owned a house in Canmore

and longed to experience the same

feel to their Calgary landscape. To bring that feel in their new home, Tazscapes Inc., as their

chosen Calgary landscaping contractor, proposed doing an outdoor water feature that would

include the natural pastoral courtyard for them to enjoy their time with family.

We can design the water not

only to make a statement in

your yard but also present it

in such a subtle way so we

can take you to a place of

tranquillity in your very

backyard”

Mr. Mumtaz Mirza, Owner

“We can design the water not only to make a statement in

your yard but also present it in such a subtle way so we

can take you to a place of tranquillity in your very

backyard.”[Mr. Mumtaz Mirza] [Owner]. Adding water is

one of the brilliant components of a landscaping project.

There’s a wide range of options when it comes to adding

water features in your backyards. Tazscapes Inc. can create

natural water features like huge natural ponds or a rippling

water stream, or a tiny water fountain bubbler, which

produces a pleasing impact on your physical and mental

well-being, soothing away your stress and worries.

This may sound unbelievable to you, but this is true that the element of water helps you embark

on a journey into your dream oasis. 

Few of the features of Project Huntington Hills are as follows:

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://tazscapes.ca/landscaping-projects-2019/huntington-hills/
http://tazscapes.ca/
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•           Natural boulders

•           Aluminum Edging

•           Slate stepping stone

•           20 mm Rundle Rock

•           Cedar Deck

•           Black Picket Railing

•           Pre Cast steps

•           Natural Water Fall Pond

•           Cedar Foot Bridge

•           Cedar Fence

•           Natural Flagstone Patio

•           Cedar Pergola

Also, the use of outdoor landscape

lighting provides your yard with an

entirely different look. The natural

water feature is one of the important

keys to our landscape project. This

illuminates your spirit. So, if you throw

a late-night party in your yard, your

guests would be spellbound to see this

decorated space. Tazcsapes Inc. uses

path lights and spotlights through the

yard.

At Tazscapes Inc., they are familiar with

the fact that a positive life is possible if

there’s a sense of tranquillity all

around. To turn that thought into a

reality, the professionals at Tazscapes

Inc. divided the backyard levels with

rustic boulders and added several

trees and shrubs. This worked in two

ways: first, the backyard had privacy

for the residents and secondly; it

became a place where all the family

members could spend time together

and have fun. John Ruskin says,

“Quality is never an accident. It is

always the result of intelligent efforts.”

Since 2015, they have been ensuring

quality work and excellent landscape artistry.

https://tazscapes.ca/outdoor-water-feature-services/
https://tazscapes.ca/outdoor-water-feature-services/
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An intense study of every minute detail

and their determination to construct

the unique masterpieces has helped

them reserve the top position on the

list of successful Calgary Landscape

Construction Companies. This journey

was not possible without the guidance

of the founder Mr. Mumtaz Mirza, who

is a university grad and a dreamer.

Moreover, they have a team of the best

landscapers who’ve vowed to

transform Calgary landscapes into

visually appealing and pleasing spaces,

meeting and exceeding their clients’

expectations. Apart from that, they’re

sure to get an expert’s advice when

converting their vision into reality.

Their success stories are never-ending and can give you a concrete idea of how much effort the

contractors put in to meet your time and budget requirements. They can transform your ideas

on paper into a live reality. Tazscapes Inc. is known for its experience, profound passion for work

and an impulse to assist you in your journey to happiness

Mumtaz Mirza

Tazscapes Inc Landscaping Calgary
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